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Join hc/ SLOW Living Mallorca Now!

Live an inspired Mediterranean lifestyle by enjoying the best local experiences

while feeling like you truly belong on Mallorca.
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Dr. Helen Cummins is a lifestyle editor, marketeer and successful
entrepreneur, who has lived and worked in Palma de Mallorca for
the past 20 years. She launched abcMallorca.com in 2003 which

has grown into one of the island’s largest websites with over 6
million visits per annum.

The website helencummins.com is a collection of all the things
Helen values since moving to the island, running abcMallorca
Digital Media and creating an idyllic life in Son Vida with her

husband Georg and daughter Eva.

Slow Living Mallorca is what sits at the heart of the hc/ website,
which aims to inspire you to slow down and appreciate the
Mediterranean lifestyle. Alongside her editorial team, Helen

handpicks the recommended businesses showcased here that
adhere to SLOW: Sustainable, Local, Organic and made with Love.  Follow on Instagram
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A STUNNING VILLA REFORM ON
MALLORCA

THE MOST FORWARD-THINKING
ARCHITECTS IN MALLORCA

SANTA PONSA

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Twelve’ is one such project, in which some of Mallorca [nest talents,

overseen by property developer Sophisticated Projects, came together

to produce an exemplary piece of real estate. This beautifully crafted villa is

located in the resort town of Santa Ponsa, about 10 minutes’ walk from the

beach, and was completed in 2020.

Some might guess from the distinctive design the architect behind it is the

young talent of Jaime Salvá – known for his elegant, contemporary

creations that always have a distinguishing innovative twist. In the case of

‘Twelve’, Jaime asserts it was “important to create an iconic piece of

architecture where form and function combine to make something

unique.”

While clean lines, glass panelling, and cuboid angles is far from new on the

island, there’s a undeniably grace to the dow and simple sophistication in

the design.

On the ground level a light natural stone door – Gris Balear – was used,

while the living area is enhanced with bespoke wood elements. A kitchen-diner segues into the terrace overlooking the pool. Upstairs,

natural oak dooring creates a cosy modern vibe, while rooftop terraces offer views of both sea and mountains.

For the kitchen, Palma-based Espacio Home Design provided their unparalleled expertise, with state-of-the-art appliances discretely

integrated into units. Their Espacio Scena audio-visual brand also installed top-spec speakers and televisions.

Responsible for the interior design was the renowned Marga Comas, who recalls: “As the house was sold off-plan, it was an interesting

experience to combine our approach and initial interior design concepts with the client’s ideas and preferences.”

As well as the house being sold-off plan being testimony to the outstanding design, it also meant the most important party could also

be involved in the project – the client themselves.
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DISCOVER MORE TOP ARCHITECTS IN MALLORCA!

ARCHITECTS

THE MOST FORWARD-THINKING ARCHITECTS IN
MALLORCA

ADDRESS DETAILS

JAIME SALVÁ ARCHITECT

Calle Cotoner, 43a. Barrio Santa Catalina. 07013 Palma
+34 670 373 050
www.salvarq.com

Take me there >>
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Discover which architects in Mallorca are changing the island’s property landscape with their

forward-thinking sustainable designs.
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ARCHITECTS

MODERN DESIGNER VILLA SANTA PONSA
TOP LOCAL ARCHITECT JAIME SALVA COLLABORATES TO CREATE A DREAM HOME IN SANTA PONSA
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